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INTRODUCTION

On April 24, 2OO7 , after carefi.rl consideration of the stipulated record, expert testimony,

extensive briefing, and oral argument, the Honorable William Moran issued a thoroughly

reseatched, well-reasoned Initial Decision in this matter which should be affirmed by this

Honorable Board. EPA seeks to overhrm a portion of the Ildtial Decision, in which Judge Moran

held that Leed Foundry's fly ash waste is Bevill-exempt ftom regulation as a hazffdous waste

under provisions of the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act ('RCRA'). EPA's postulate to

this Board is that had Judge Moran afforded greater deference to the Agency's own inte4pretation

of RCRA's Bevill exemption, the result would have been different. EPA is wrong.

Although many portions of RCRA and its implementing regulations are complex and in

some instances warrant deference to EPA, the Bevill Amendment provision at issue is not one of

them. Its simple direction to the Agency with respect to fly ash waste generated primarily from

the oombustion of fossil fuel led Judge Moran to the proper conclusion that EPA has not yet

taken the steps prescribed by RCRA to regulate Leed Foundry's fly ash waste as a RCRA

hazardous waste, Accordingly, Judge Moran's Initial Decision must be affirmed.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF' THE ISSUE PRESENTEI)

Whether the Presiding Officer properly concluded that EPA has not yet complied with

RCRA's statutory predicates to remove ftom the Bevill exemption foundry-generated fly ash

waste generated primarily ftom the oombustion of fossil fuel.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Unquestionably, and as found by Judge Moran, the waste stream at issue is fly ash wasto

generated primarily from the combustion of fossil fuel. It is, therefore, properly excluded fiom



RCRA hazardous waste regulation at this time, in accordance with the plain language of42

U.S.C. $6921(b)(3[A). The statutory language and legislative history do not support EPA's

view that the exemption was intended to apply only to utility-generated fly ash. EPA,s own

reports to Congress make clear that the Agency did not so limit its own interyretation of the

statute until it had to come up with an argument to support this isolated enforcement action.

Judge Moran properly recognized that EPA has authority to subject any Bevill exempt

waste to RCRA regulation provided it doos so in accordance with the express statutory

requirements found at 42 U.S.C. $6921(bX3XA). Those requirements are simple and cleaf,:

EPA must first (a) study the waste stream and present a report to Congress detailing its findings

and bases for subjecting a waste to regulation as a RCRA hazardous waste, (b) wait six months,

and (c) adopt specific regulations to implement any planned program. To date, EPA has not

complied with this simple statutory mandate and, accordingly, its unilateral effort to lift the

statutory exemption through an isolated enforcement action is arbihary, capricious and

unreasonable as a matter of law, as found by the Presiding Ofiicer.

EPA's various arguments that the Bevill exemption is limited to utilities, or that the

Agency effectively adopted a regulatory program sufficient to lift the statutory oxemption as to

foundry-generated fly ash, is pure pabulum and contrary to the public record on the issuo.

Moreover, the issues presented and decided by the Presiding Officer are not ofa natue that

required deference to the Agoncy's c!fient ad hoc interpretation ofthe Bevill exemption offered

in defense ofthis litigation- For all ofthe forgoing reasons, the Presiding Officer's Initial

Decision must be affinned.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUNID

Leed Foundry operates a small gray iron foundry in a rural Pennsylvania town to produce

metal castings, primarily manholo oovers and manhole collars. The castings are made from scrap

iron heated to its melting point in a furnace referred to as a cupola- To generate the heat needed

to melt the scrap iron, Leed Foundry burns metallurgical coke, a bihrminous coal product and

fossil fuel, a finding in the Initial Decision that is not disputed by EpA.r

other than a small amount of fuel used to ignite the cupol4 the coke is the exclusive fuel

source used in the operation. when bumed, coke, like the bituminous coal from which it was

created, generates a fine particulate comrnonly referred to as fly ash. Although EpA's legal

counsel carefully avoids the use of the term "fly ash" when refening to the emission control dust

generated by Leed Foundry's cupola, Judge Moran properly found that this emission control dust

is, in fact, fly ash waste.2

Importantly, EPA does not contest in this appeal Judge Moran's finding, based on the

stipulated facts and expert testimony, that /lir e Jine particulnte generated by Leed Foandry,s

cupola is fly ash, even if EPA uses other names for it throughout its brief Nor does EpA contest

Judge Moran's {inding, based on the same record, that Leed Foundry, s fly ash is generaled

primarily from the combustion offossilfuel (e.g., the metallurgical coke).3 EpA's entire case

' EPA agrees that cokc is a fossil firel for purposes of the Bevill Amendne4t provision at issue. ,iee e.g , EPA Brief
at p. 18, n64. This finding by the Prcsiding officer has not been challenged.

2 Scrap iroq when meltcd, aloes !9! emit the fine particulate known as fly ash, atthough the testimony of the expens
in this Batter allowed that sonre fine paniculate emissions could occur ftom paint that may be present on the scrap
metal feed stock" or from rust particles loosened by air flow in the cupola. Judge Moran properly founcl that the
contribution of these non-fossil fuel fine particulate emissions, along with other hazardous constituents in the vapor
of thre melting scrap, comprise significantly less than 50% ofthe fly ash waste sheam collected ir Ired Foundr5r,s
Dagnouse.

3 Instead, EPA is resigned to arguing that this particular type offly ash waste is not the "fly ash waste" refered to in
42 U.S'C. $6921(bX3)(A). As discussed mt4 EPA's irterpretation ofthc statutory provision requires that words of

C,ontinued...
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rcsts on its singular contention that when Congress craffed the phrase "fly ash waste" in Section

3001@X3XA),itreallymeant"flyashwaste...atele..tricutilitiesandsteamboilers;'While

EPA's entire case requires the addition of language not included in the statute, Respondent has

contended, and Judge Moran's decision below affirms, that Congress meant exactly what it said.

Judge Moran's findings, based as they are on a thorough and careful review and evaluation of the

stipulated facts, testimony presonted, and relative experience and expertise of the witnesses, is

entifled to deference from this Board.

ARGUMENT

A- EPA IIas Failed To Take the Necessarv Stens To Lift the Bevill Exemotion
For Flv Ash Waste.

RCRA Section 3001(bX3) gives EPA authority to regulate "fly ash waste" as a RCRA

hazardous waste only if after study and reporting to Congress, it determines that such regulation

is appropriate. Envtl. Def. Fund II v. E.P.A.,852F. Zd 1316,1319-21 (D.C. Cir. 1988) ("EDF

II'); Horsehead Res. Dev. Co. v. Browner,l6F.3d 1246,1254 (D.C. Cir. 1994). Ifafter such

study and reporting EPA determines that fly ash waste, in any respect, warraats hazardous waste

regulation, it needs to so advise Congress, wait six monthl, then promulgate regulations. 42

U.S.C. $ 6921OX3)(l+); EDF II, supra at 1320. The statutory language could not be clearer.

EPA has studied fly ash waste and, as the Agency notes in its Brief, authored two reports

to Congress on the subject (the 'T.eports"), fulfilling one ofthe statutory pre-requisites to the

regulation of fly ash waste under RCRA Sublitle C. But in neither one of those Reports did EPA

suggest, let alone propose the regulation offly ash waste from azy fossil fuel combustion source.

. ...Continued
limitation be added to the plain language used by Congress, something Judge Moran was not prepared to do and a
position this Board, in review, should also reject.



Indeed EPA determined that fly ash waste should continue to be regulated under the provisions

of other state and federal law, and not as a hazardous waste mder RCRA Subtitle C.

That EPA has not adopted azy regulations following its submission of the Reports is a

point that is not subject to debate or discourse no regulations have been promulgated. EPA did

not and cannot cite this Board to any regulation that lifts the Bevill exemption created by

Congress for any fly ash waste, because there are none.

EPA thus came before Judge Moran, and now comes before this Honorable Board,

without having complied with the minimal statutory stsps necessary to lift an exemption placed

into the law by Congress. Judge Moran's Initial Decision conectly recognizes this fundamental

flaw in EPA's legal position and properly holds that EPA has not yet taken tle steps necessary to

lift the Bevill exemption for fly ash waste, including the fly ash waste generated at Leed

Foundrv-

B. EPA's Reports Are Not Reeulations.

To overcome this obvious flaw in its legal position, the Agenoy desperately attempts to

recast the Reports to Congress as a regulation, because they purportedly represent the Agency's

"definitive interpretation" of the Bevill exemption for fly ash waste. EPA does so as the

comerstone to its argument that Respondent's defense ofthe RCRA enforcement case is, in fact,

an untimely collateral attack on this phantom rulemaking. Perhaps because it would strain

credibility too much to come right out and cla.im the Reports are a regulation, the Agency dances

around the issue, variously calling them "definitive interpretations", "Regulatory

-5-



Determinations" or "settled resolufions" that '!night" be regulations. See a.g., EPA Briefat

pages 17, n57 and 25, n88.4

It hardly requires legal argument to note that there is a significant difference between a

report to Congress and a promulgated regulation, Congress obviously thought ofthern as

different events, when in section 3001(bX3), it told EPA that to lift the Bevill exemption for fly

ash waste, it would need to 6ot (i) report to Congress and (ii) promulgate a regulation. Also, as

ifanticipatingjust such an argument by the Agency, Congress also specifically told EPA that it

could not propose regulations to lift the Bevill exemptions for at least six months a;Ber its

submission of the required report(s). The six month waiting period obviously presents a logical

conundrum for EPA, one that has not been addressed in its Brief.

Just like the cement kiln dust *determinations" reviewed by the D.C . Circuit in Am.

Portland Cement v. Browner, l}l F 3d112 (D.C. Cir. 1996), EPA,s Reports are not the

'hltirnate stage in the rulemaking process" insofar as the possible regulation offly ash waste is

concemed. The statute directs that ifthe exemption is to be lifte4 specific regulations must be

published not sooner than six months after Report subrnission. If EPA intends to lift the Bevill

exemption for any class of exempt waste, it caffrot back into the process with preamble language

from 1980 or by re-casting its Reports as "definitive interpretations" or ,.settled resolutions."s

a ked Foundry concedes the defuritive nature ofth€ Reports insofar as tley reflect the Agency's vicw that the
Bcvill exemption for fly ash waste oeed not be lifted. Ifnothing else, the Reports make abuadantly clear that EPA
does not intend to propose formal regulations to nrillify the Bevill exemption and pull fly ash waste in any respect
into the full RCRA Subtide C regulatory program That concession by EpA should end the inquiry here.

5 No less bizane is the fact that EPA'S so-called "defnitive interDretation" concluded tlrat fly ash waste should not
be subjected to hazardous waste regulation. EPA attempts to wiggle out from under the greit weigbt of its own-
"defrnitive intcrpretation" by arguiag that the Reports did not specifically address fouldry-generated Ily ash waste
and, thereforc, by negativc implication, such fly ash waste camot reside under the cloak ofnon-regulation created
by the "definitive interpretations" €xpr€ssed in the Rcports. This poshrlate ignorcs thc sinrple fact that the cloak in
question was not qeated by the Reports or any other action on the part ofEPA prior to their issualce. Rather, the
oloak in question was created by act ofCougress, an act that did not rely upon any interpretive guidance or other
ttPe of scrivnership by EPA. Indeed, because of its concern in the late 1970s that EPA might be unnecessarily

Contilued.. .



The public record is clear that EPA proposed 4 regulations on this subject after its

submission of either report to congtess. EPA does not, because it cannot, cite this Board to a

single provision ofthe code ofFederal Regulations adopted six months a.fter publication of

either Report, on the subject offly ash waste.6 It is axiomatic, therefore, that the Bevill

Exemption for fly ash waste remains firmly intact. Judge Moran's Initial Decision is entirely

consistent with the curent state oftle law and reflects a careful and insightful review of the

Reports and their legal effect. Leed Foundry is not collaterally attacking a final regulation or

rulemaking because there are none to attack - only the language of the statute (parroted word-

for-word in EPA's regulation) is subject to interpretation in this appeal. EpA's attempt to

consfuct an unassailable procedural forhess around the Reports or other transient documents

attached to its Briefs here and below is a novel legal position, and ultimately is in vain.

C, Foundrv-generated Flv Ash Is Not Excluded From the Bevill Exemption.

EPA next attempts to argue that foundry-generated fly ash waste was never intended to

be covered by the statutory exemption. Instead, EPA contends, the exemption was meant to

cover only utilify-generated fly ash waste, even if congress did not see fit to say so in the plain

language it enacted into law. Although the cowt in EDF II notes that the Bevill Amendments

. . . .Continued
saddling fossil fuel combuston v.ith RCRA's cradle-to-gave systetr! Congress effectively took back ftom EpA the
general authoriry to regulate ceflain waste steams, dirccting that a differcnt course be taken with respect to Bevill
wastes. EPA's citation to sdPpeb ofits pre-Bevill proposed rulemakings, or pre-report interpretive iocuments do
Ilot carry the day on its myopic yiew ofthe statuie,

6 Indeed, after receiving an adverse ruling on the same exact is ste tn In re llheland Foundry, 1993 wL 569096
(EPA 1993) beforc rel€asing the second ofits two Reports, oue would have thought thc Agency would have stepped
to thefore with a definitive interpretation that made clear its position on tle issue at band.-Insteatl, EpA quickly"
settled the case, negotiateil a vacation ofthe adverse Decision, and remained mum on the issue.



encapsulate the "special waste" concept earlier abandoned by EPA, 852 F.2d at 1329, the court

stopped well short of salng that the actual special waste program was being adopted.

In fact, when Congress adopted the Bevill Amendments as part of the Solid Waste

Disposal Act Amendments of 1980,? Congress chose to use more generi c langaage, wilhout

limiting the exemption to any particular inilustrial segmenr, as EPA had done in its proposed

rule. One need only compare the "special waste" language EPA originally proposed but

abandoned, set forth on page 7 of its Briel with the actual language included by congress in the

Bevill Amendment. The "special waste" description originally proposed by EpA included flue-

gas desulfirization waste (clearly a utility waste stream) and only referred to:

"bottom ash waste and fly ash waste generated by a steam power
plant .. . solely from the use of fossil fuels ...."

EPA Brief at p. 7. In contrast, the relevant Bevill Amendment language added ..slag" (an

industrial waste output) aad substituted the broader pkase "flue gas emission conhol waste."

More telling however, congress specifrcally chose not to limit the scope of the exemption to

"stoam power plants" by deleting any reference to an industry type, and substituting the word

"primarily'' for the word "solely" in referencs to the composition of the fuel source. These

changes are substantive, signaling that while Congress may have approved the concept of an

exemption for "special wastes," it was not prepared to define the concept as narrowly as EpA

had done. congress must be presumed to have understood and intended these substantive

changes and Judge Moran was required to give them legal effect.

Thus, while it may be fafu for the EDFll court to have concluded that the Bevill

Amendments concept was, as a general approach, derived from EpA's ,,special waste', proposal,

'Pub. L. No.96-482,94 Stat.2334,2337 87.
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clearly, EPA's "special waste" proposal was far more limited than the Bevill Amendment

enacted by Congress. It is, therefore, facile to suggest, as EPA does, that the EDF II court's

reference to EPA's "special waste" program means, ipso facto, that the two programs are one

and the same - clearly they are not.

There is, thus, no language in the statute that excludes foundry-generated fly ash waste

from the scope of the Bevill exemption, or which rellects an intent to restrict the exemption to

utility-generated fly ash waste. [r fact, just the opposite is true: while using EPA's concept of an

etemption for certain special waste.s, Congress purposefully broadened the original EPA

approach to cover a far wider spectnan ofpolential sources and it did so with full dwdreness of

EPA's more narrow approach in its abandoned, "special waste" proposal,s

In 1980 EPA did, of course, publish a regulation "implementing" the Bevill Amendment

provision at issue, but that regulation merely parroted the statutory language, offering no

definitive interpretation or technical insight on the question presented. Wisely, EPA did not

attempt in 1980 to rollback the Bevill language to its more narrow "special waste" program.e

Had it done so, the Agency clearly would have overstepped its legal autbority, just as it is doing

in this proceeding.

EPA's discussion of the legislative history, at most, underscores the presentation of

opposing views dudng the law-making process. After weighing and reconciling all ofthe

" It should by now be clear that Congress stepped into this field to begin witl because it dicl not believe EPA had
sufficient information to formulate a cogent regulatory prog"rr! and it was concerned that EPA's abandonment of
the concept of excluding certain "special wastes" would lead to a significant and umcccssary regulatory burden on
fossil fuel cornbustors and the mining industry that relied on this customerbase.

e In point offact, in 198O, bejorcEPA corrplet€d the recessary studies directed by Congtess, it would have been
premature to establish a regulatory program that definitively interprete d the scope of the fly ash exemption In any
event, EPA did not do so aod its only regulation on the subject does not offer any insightfirl guidance to which
deference nnrst be accorded.
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information before him, Judge Moran reached the proper conclusion that Congress did not intend

to limit the fly ash waste exemption to utilities and steam boilers, as EPA would do here.r0

Whatever debate may have taken place on the floor ofthe House and Senate, or in the various

committees, the ultimate result was a simplq conciso legislative declaration that included no

scope-limiting language of the tlpe EPA would infer into the statute. EPA's reliance on the

legislative history is, thus, thoroughly misplaced and Judge Moran's more thorough and

scholarly review ofthe legislative history leads to the ineluctable conctusion that EpA's

enforcement proceedings here is ill-founded and beyond the scope of its statutory authority.

D. Clerroz Requires That The Bevill Amendment Be Given its Plain Meaning.

It is axiomatic that if the intent of Congross is olear, "that is the end of the matteq for the

court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unarnbiguously expressed intent ofCongress.

Chevron,467 U.S. zt 842-843 (footnote omitted). Moroover, administative constructions which

are contrary to clear congrossional intent must always be rejected. Id. at 843 n9.

The most fundamental principle of stafutory construction is that words in a statute must

be given their ordinary meaning whanever possible. Walters v. Metro. Educ. Enters., Inc., 519

U.5.202,207 (1997). See ako In Re Howmet Corp.,13 E.A.D. _, RCRA (3008) Appeal No-

05-04 (EAB, May 24,2007) (Slip Opinion p. 13). kr his kritial Decision, Judge Moran properly

applied principles of statutory construction in ascertaining that the statutory language in question

is clear and unambiguous insofar as the key terms "fly ash waste" and "primarily''were

concemed. The statutory path to EPA's potential RCRA regulation of fly ash waste also is clear

t0 That utility fly ash predominated certain segments ofthe floor debate aud committec mectiags merely refleci the
reatity of tbe situationi that the vast majoity offly ash generation took place at electric generating stations, our
largest fossilfuel combustors. T\zt predominance should not be construed to infel as a corollary that other fly ash
waste generati.trg iudustries were excluded ftom coverage by the exerEptioD-
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and unambiguous, requiring a study, a repofi to Congress, a six month wait and the promulgation

of regulations in the event the Agency determines that the exemption should be lifted. See e.g.,

EDF 11,852 F .2d at 1319-20; Horsehead, supra at 1254-55

Although Respondent does not believe Judge Moran needed to delve into the legislative

history to reach this conclusion, Judge Moran, giving far more credibility to EPA's arguments

than they deserved, undertook an exhaustive and schoimly review ofthe legislative and

regulatory history surrounding the Bevill exemption and EPA's reporting to Congress, and

insightirlly concluded that not only is the statute clear and unambiguous on the precise points at

issue, but the legislative and regulatory history supports the plain reading of the statute advanced

by Respondent. For this reasor! Judge Moran was not required to reach the second prong of the

Chevron tost, one that analyzes an agency regulatory interpretation, because (i) the plain

language used by Congless in the Bevill Amendment was capable of being given full effect and

(ii) the interpretation offered by EPA here is contrary to the discemable Congressional intent.

An objective review ofthe legislative history and a comparison between the EPA "special waste"

program and the Bevill language affirms Judge Moran's conclusion below.

E. The Citizenst Suit Consent Decree Is Irrelevant

EPA also strains credibility by impllng in its Briefthat its scoping of the second Report

to Congress, in the context ofa citizens' suit settlement, authoritatively elevates its own

interpretation ofthe Bevill exernption. It does not.

EPA apparently was sued in the early 1990s because it was taking too long to complete

the studies and publish appropriate regulatory determinations, as it was directed to do by

Congress. EPA had no defense to the suit, so it entered a Consent Decree to obtain more time to

comnlete the studies. The Consent Decree is not a matter ofrecord. does not constitute a iudicial

- 11 -



finding that the Bevill exernption for fly ash waste is limited to utility-generated fly ash and, as

far as Respondent can tell, contains no analysis of the issues in this case and no judicial findings.

Therefore, it has no precedential or authoritative value.

By its own admission, though, pursuant to the Consent Decree, EPA's second study was

to cover "all remaining wastes subject to RCI{A Sections 3001(b) and 8002(n)" an admonition

that does not list the wastes that were or were not to be included. EPA Brie| p. 9. Such a broad

direotion does nothing to bolster EPA'S claim that the statutory exemption was intended to cover

only fly ash wastes from utility sources, or to exclude foundry-generated fly ash waste. Nor does

this settlement agreement declaf,ation render the statutory language that preceded it by some 13

years silent or ambigu.ous pet Chevron.

Nevertheless, in self-serving fashion, EPA cites to its own scoping of the to-be-

undertaken Report pusuant to the revised schedule in the Consent Docree, and notes that it did

not specifically include fly ash waste generated by foundries. EPA then, in effect, argues that

because it has not yet been sued for scoping the second report to include less than all fly ash

generating sources, and the second study was intended by EPA to be the final study effort,

foundry-generated fly ash must not be have been covered by the stararory exemption enacted 13

years before. Ofoourse, the reason EPA must advance such a contorted construction of events is

because its position is so clearly at odds with the plain language of the statute. Respondent

posits that a more plausible interpretation ofthe EPA scoping ofthe second report is that EPA

failed to comply with the Consent Decree as well as the statute, when it pursued a study scope

forlessthan'alloftheremainingBevillwastes.'rrWhateverthecase,Respondent'slega1

rr Ole presumes that the citizens' group in question could still pursu€ a request for sanctions against EPA for such
notr-colmliance .
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position is not diminished by such a self-serving argument. The existence of the Consent

Decree, as well as EPA's efforts to meet its deadlines, is of no legal import.

F. The .Elorse}ead Dgyelorzrezl Decision Does Not Affect the Outcome of this
Appeal.

In Section II ofits Brief, EPA relies heavily on the decision ofthe D.C. Circuit in

Horsehead,, supra, to establish silence and ambiguity in the Bevill language at issue in this case.

Such reliance is misplaced.

In Horsehead, the court was faced with the task of reconciling two seemingly competing

provisions of RCRA. The first was Section 3001(b), the same provision at issue here, and the

second. was a later-added provision, Section 3004(q), which authorized EPA to regulate the

burning ofhazardous wastes for energy recovery. 12 In implementation of Section 3004(0, EPA

promulgated a regulation known as the Boilers & Ildustrial Furnaces Rule, or 'tsIF Rule." The

purpose ofthe BIF Rule was to regulate certain Bevill exempt wastes that were generate4 in

part, through the combustion ofregulated RCRA hazardous wastes in "Bevill devices." The

court noted at the outset tlnt for RCRA purposes, "burning hazardous waste constitutes

'beatnent' of i! thus giving the EPA authority to regulate the activity." 16 F.3d at 1252. In+he

BIF Rule, EPA established a procedure for determining whether an otherwise Bevill exempt

waste had become "sipificant$ affected" by its contact with the already fully regulaled RCRA

Subtitle C hazardous wastes that were co-bumed with the fossil fuols in Bevill devices. It was

this regulatory effort, to conform the two prcgrarns, that v/as subj ect to challonge.

'' Section 3004(q) was added to RCRA by the Hazardous & Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-616
$204, 98 Stat 3221.
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Although the -Florsehead case makes for interesting reading it does not help EPA here.

First, the IlorseAead court did not find the language of42 U.S.C. $6921(b)(3)(A) silent or

ambiguous on the point at issue here. EPA's claim to the contrary is simply a misreading of the

holding. The silence and ambiguity that existed between two competing regulatory provisions in

lhe Horsehead case is not present here. Second, Leed is not a co-bumer subject to the BIF Rule

- it does not bum any regulated hazardous wastes, a point EPA atternpts to obscue by its

references to "toxic" and "highly contaminated" scrap iron feed stock.i 3 lf EPA believed that

Leed Foundry's scrap iron was a RCRA hazardous waste, this would be a BIF Rule case, which

it is not.

Third, the Horsehead court was faced with a set ofEPA regulations that "spanned a gap"

between two seemingly conflicting RCRA provisions. The court faced the task of determining

whether the Agency had stepped into the gap with its rulemaking in a permissible manner. It

was in that context tlat the court found EPA had permissibly stepped into the gap with a set of

regulations that resolved the silence or ambiguity as between the statutory provisions. Here,

EPA has no regulations to interpret - indeed, that is precisely the problem.

EPA could have promulgated regulations after completing its studies, thoreby putting

small family-owned businesses like Leed Foundry on notice, but it chose not to do so.to Instead,

'' EPA mischaracterizes tle scrap iron feed used at [-eed Foundry to inflame (no pun intended) the passiors oftlis
panel. Those characterizations are not facts ofrecord. Iftle Board reviews EPA'S Reports, including the
acconpanying tablcs, it will see ttrat coal and odrer fossil fuels themselves contain lead and cadmium and that there
wele solll€ cases where leachate testing on fly ash ftom '!ure" coal combustion wastes contained slevat€d levels of
hazardous substances. All scrap iron will contain some of drese metals. Leed Foundry buys its scrap iron ftom the
same souces eyery other scrap iron smelter or processor does - there is nothing unique about Leed's scrap iron
feedstock.

E Traditional concepts of due process incorponted into administrative law preclude an agency from penalizing a
pdvate parfy for violating a rule without fu$ providing addquate rotice of the substance of the mle. CWM Chem
Serv., Inc.,6E.A.B.1, TSCA AppealNo.93-l (EAB 1995) (quoting Satel/rte Broad. Co.,Inc. v. FCC,824F-2d1,3
(D.C. Cn 1987)- The public record, as it r ere, is d€void of any regulation or other official pronouncem€d putting
a fouDdry operator like Leed on notice that its fly ash waste is excluded from the broad statutory exemption. In this

Contiaued...
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EPA has cobbled together ficr this Board a very loose portfolio of documents, containing,

literally, thousands ofpages, none of which pay anything but the most passing ofreferences to

the central issue raised by the enforcement action under appeal.

As noted in Sections B and E above, the Reports are not regulations which provide

authority for iifting the Bevill exemption or narrowing its scope. Also, the Reports, the EPA-

cited Consent Decree, and other ancillary documents, do not meld to become a "settled

resolution" that fomdry-generated fly ash is outside the scope of the Bevill exemption. Nor

should this court infer a definitive interpretation or settled resolution about the scope of the fly

ash waste exemption from the fact that EPA did not spocifically include it as a study category in

eitha Report; that gives too much credence to something that is most likelyjust an Agency

oversight. In conclusion, lifting the Bevill exemption is not something EPA can do as a matter

of policy - Congress foreclosed that possibility.

EPA is simply without the tools to make the arguments that it made in.Florsehead and

Judge Moran's probing and in-depth review of the regulatory and legislative background fully

support his ruling on this matter-

....Continued
case, tie 'lublic record" is substantively corrposed ofiuformation ftom six primary sources: (1) the plain language
of42 U.S.C. $6921(b)(3lA); (2) the equally plain language of40 C.F.R. $261.4(b)(4); (3) thc fairly extaustive
August 1993 and March 1999 ReporE to Con$ess which do @! mention or distinguish foundry-genented fly ash;
(4) EPA's May 22, 2000 regulatory determinatioD for non-utihty fly as\ whic\ agai4 d,oes not mention or
distinguish foun&y-generated fly aslr, 65 Fe<L Reg. 32214; (5) the various EPA corespondence accolryarying its
Briefbelow or its Brief on appeal which, agaiD, alnost to a document do not mentiou or distingrrish fouadry-
generated fly ash and (6) the administative decision by this tribund in In Re lltheland Foundry, 1993 WL 569@6
(EPA 1993). Thus, even ifthis Board werc to rcve$e the holding below, it should still find that no penalty is
appropriate uniler general requircments of duc process.
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G. The Evidence Established That Leed's Flv Ash Waste Was Generated
Primarilv From the Combustion of Fossil Fuel.

Ultimately, the only issue on which evidence was needed was the question of whether

Leed Foundry's fly ash waste was, in fact, 'lrimarily'' generated from the combustion of fossil

fuel. The expert and factual testimony on this point was compelling and has not been challenged

on appeal. Leed Foundry's experts wete assessed by Judge Moran to be competent, credible and

persuasive on this issue. Both had visited the foundry, observed the processes and raw materials,

conducted testing and performed calculations, the results ofwhich left no doubt that the fly ash

waste strearn generated by the cupola was, indeed, primarily generatod fiom the combusted fossil

fuel. In contrast, EPA's expert had not been to the foundry, had not seen the fly ash waste or the

process by which it was generated, had performed no tests or lecbrdcal analyses and, ultimately,

ened in his oalculations because he under-estimated the volume ofcoke bumed at the facility on

an arurual basis. Judge Moran carefirlly evaluated the testimony, questioned the witnesses

himself to clarify certain points and accorded tle proper weight and credibility to the evidence

before him. His findings musl therefore, be accorded appropriate deference by this Board.
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CONCLUSION

Judge Moran's Initial Decision is a well-writterq firmly grorurded discussion of the law of

this case. His logic is sound and the mling is entirely consistent with the facts ofrecord. EpA

has overstepped its statutory authority in this enforcement proceeding and Judge Moran's Initial

Decision should be affirmed.

Dated: August 20, 2007

Montgomery, McCrackon,
Walker & Rhoads LLP

Avenue of the Arts
123 S. Broad Street
Philadelphi4PA 19109
2t5.772.7431
21 5.7 3 1.7 3 19 [Facsimile]
E-mail :tbergere@mmwr. com

Counsel for Respondent Leed Foundry, Inc.
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